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Welcome!!! 

After a winter that featured average to slightly above average snowfall, spring got 
off to a VERY wet start in southern New England! Three consecutive rain storms in 
March resulted in record flooding throughout portions of southern New England, 
most notably from Rhode Island into central and eastern Massachusetts! Kudos to 
our CoCoRaHS observers who reported daily precipitation during these storms – 
the data was extremely useful in river stage forecasts prepared by the NWS 
Northeast River Forecast Center and helped to save lives and property!!! 
 
CoCoRaHS continues to be an active network in southern New England. As of 
June, we have a total of 182 observers: 

• 60 observers in Connecticut 
• 78 observers in Massachusetts 
• 44 observers in Rhode Island 

 
Many observers have been reporting daily, even when no precipitation fell. Keep 
it up! Even Trace amounts and “zeroes” are important to CoCoRaHS! 
 
In this newsletter, we will take a look at the wet month of March and review 
some summertime weather reporting procedures.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The March 2010 Floods 

 
An unusual jet stream pattern set the stage for 3 consecutive heavy rain episodes 
in southern New England in mid to late March.  Three “cutoff” lows, which are 
upper level low pressure systems removed from the jet stream, developed over 
the course of two weeks and tracked south of New England. They tend to slow 
down weather systems at the surface, which can result in heavy rain. 
 
Record monthly rainfall occurred at Boston (14.87 inches), Blue Hill Observatory 
(18.81 inches), and Providence (16.34 inches). 

March CoCoRaHS rainfall totals are listed below: 



 



 

 



Record river levels were set at several locations, including the Pawcatuck River at 
Westerly RI; Pawtuxet River at Cranston, RI; Sudbury River at Saxonville, MA; and 
Shawsheen River at Wilmington, MA. 

 

Summertime Reminders 

 
 
* Remember to measure rainfall to the nearest hundredth (0.01) of an inch and 
report your daily precipitation total. Trace amounts and zeroes are important too! 
 
* If you observe hail, measure the diameter of the largest hailstones (use a ruler 
or coin) and send a Significant Weather Report. Your report will automatically be 
forwarded to the nearest National Weather Service office! The same holds true 
for anything you feel is significant, such as heavy rainfall or flooding. 

 

 

Next Newsletter 

Look for the next Southern New England CoCoRaHS Newsletter in the 
fall. 


